Group ID: 422

Consent name: Fulton Hogan - Roydon Quarry

Consent number: CRC192408, CRC192409, CRC192410, CRC192411, CRC192412, CRC192413, CRC192414, RC185627

Name: Simon Moore

Care of:  

Contact by email: No

Is a trade competitor: No

Directly affected: Yes

Consent support/hearing details

- CRC192408: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192409: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192410: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192411: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192412: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192413: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- CRC192414: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing
- RC185627: oppose | WANT to be heard | will NOT consider joint hearing

Reasons comment:
I oppose all resource consent applications for the following reasons; The dust effects; The noise effects; The traffic effects; The visual effects; The effects on the landscape; The effects on the rural character and amenity; The effects on the groundwater; The effects on surface water; The effects on any and all water; The effects on aviation; The effects on land stability; The cumulative effects; The cleanfill/backfill effects; The consistency with the statutory and planning framework; The duration of the activity and hours of operation;

**Consent comment:**
Decline all Resource Consent applications